
Find Your Wings Cut & Create: Butterflyer & Dragonflyer

Spring and summer bring plants and flowers peeking from the soil and reaching toward the sun
to bloom. Soon the butterflies and dragonflies will be visible swooping in the air.

This simple butterfly & dragonfly project for young children through adults is made from many
items you may already have around the house or in your recycling. It will take 15-20 minutes
total to gather the items and make one finished ‘flyer’ but we think you’ll want to spend time
making a whole kaleidoscope or swarm.



Gather your supplies (this is enough supplies to make 2 ‘flyers’ ):
1. scissors
2. one downloadable template page
3. 4 googling eyes, optional
4. 2 corks(traditional wine bottle size)
5. glue stick
6. 2 colorful pipe cleaners
7. 2 bamboo skewers
8. optional markers/crayons/colored pencils



To start, print downloadable template wings. Cut wing shapes out and use this either as a
tracing template for more wings or as the wings themselves.

Decorate the wings with markers, crayons or colored pencils.
When finished cut through the center body dotted lines being careful not to cut too close to the
wing edge.

Insert the cork between the two slits you just cut and this will form the body of the butterfly or
dragonfly.

Option to glue on some googling eyes or with a marker draw eyes directly onto the cork.

Cut the pipe cleaners in ½.  To make the butterfly antennas insert each half into the top of the
cork and gently shape into a ‘V’. To make the dragonfly insert one ½ of pipe cleaner into the top
of the cork and insert the other ½ into the bottom.

Insert the skewers pointed end into the base of the cork.
Option to wrap the bottom piece of the dragonfly pipe cleaner around the skewer.

You’re done! These can be added to potted plants, placed in a jar and put in the breeze to
appear to fly or grouped together as a centerpiece bouquet. Let your imagination guide you in
how you create and use your own creations.






